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Cutting the 

corporate income 

tax rate in 

Maryland would 

harm the state’s 

economy and 

budget, and 

increase 

inequality. 

Cutting the Corporate Income Tax Will Not 
Bring Broad Prosperity to Maryland 
By Sean Miskell 

 

 

A corporate income tax cut would rob Maryland of crucial resources for higher 

education, transportation and other services vital to a strong economy, while failing to 

produce the broad prosperity supporters predict. The tax cut would largely benefit 

high-income households and large, profitable corporations, and the cost is not worth 

the price. Given the need to balance the budget, Maryland residents will pay for a 

corporate income tax rate reduction through spending cuts or increases in other taxes 

that would cost middle-class and low-income families more than wealthier families.   

The corporate income tax accounts for less than 1 percent of business costs in 

Maryland, but it is an important source of revenue that helps Maryland balance its 

budget and supports investment in public colleges and universities, our roads, the 

legal system, and other amenities and business supports. For over a decade, it  has 

been Maryland’s third-largest source of revenue, with three quarters of the funds 

raised by the tax  going to the state’s general fund – helping to balance the budget – 

while about 25 percent has gone to  special funds designated for a particular use. 

Since 2007, all corporate income tax revenues designated to special funds have gone 

to transportation or higher education. 

Companies want to do business in states with reliable and efficient transportation 

networks and other infrastructure, and where they can hire well-educated and healthy 

workers. Reducing the corporate income tax rate will only make it more difficult for 

Maryland to fund the services and infrastructure that businesses rely on, without 

boosting the economy. 
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Cutting the Corporate Income Tax Would Harm 
Maryland’s Ability to Invest in Public Services and 
Hurts Economic Growth 

Creating the conditions for a strong state 

economy requires that everyone, individuals and 

businesses alike, help support important 

resources such as public safety, reliable roads 

and bridges, and healthy residents. Reducing the 

share that corporations pay to make these 

investments possible would erode the 

foundation Maryland has built for a strong 

economy and put more of the responsibility for 

doing so onto individuals and families.  

 

Since Maryland’s corporate income tax was last 

raised in 2007, there have been persistent 

efforts to lower it. The 2014 legislation would 

reduce the corporate income tax rate to 6 

percent from 8.25 percent.1 2 Candidates for 

governor from both parties have expressed 

support for this idea.3  

 

Maryland can improve the way it collects taxes 

to help generate important revenue—needed to 

invest in services and infrastructure to  improve 

our  economic competitiveness--and  ensure 

local employers aren’t shouldering too much of 

the responsibility compared to companies based 

in other states that do business in Maryland. But 

reducing the corporate income tax rate is not the 

way to do so.  

 

Tax Cuts for Corporations 

Disproportionately Benefit the 

Well-Off 

 

A corporate tax cut would not produce broad 

economic prosperity.  While supporters argue 

that doing so will boost economic growth, reducing the corporate income tax on 

the kinds of businesses subject to it in Maryland – legally classified as C 

corporations – will largely benefit high-income residents.  For example, if the 

corporate income tax were reduced one percentage point, to 7.25 percent, the 

richest Maryland residents – the top 1 percent income group that earns more 

DISTRIBUTIONAL EFFECTS OF A 1 PERCENTAGE 
POINT CORPORATE INCOME TAX RATE CUT  

  

Source: Insitute for Taxation and Economic Policy 

MARYLAND STATE AND LOCAL TAXES AS A SHARE 
OF FAMILY INCOME  

 

Source: Institute for Taxation and Economic Policy 
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than $500,000 a year – would get 45 percent of the benefit. Only 9 percent of the 

total share would go to Marylanders who make less than $70,000 a year, just 

under the median income. Low-income Maryland residents – those who make 

less than $23,000 a year - would see just 1 percent of the share from a tax cut on 

corporations. This lopsided outcome would widen the growing economic 

inequality in Maryland that has seen the incomes of the wealthy grow much more 

than those of middle-class and low-income families in recent years.
4  

 

Reducing the Corporate Income Tax Rate in Maryland 

Would Harm the State’s Economy  

 

Calls to reduce the corporate income tax 

emphasize the supposed economic benefits of 

doing so and the perceived need to make 

Maryland a more business-friendly 

environment. What these claims often ignore is 

that tax breaks for corporations come at a cost. 

In light of recent projections indicating that 

Maryland faces a structural budget deficit of up 

to $584 million in the Fiscal Year 2014-2015 

budget and the constitutional requirement to 

pass a balanced state budget, some mix of 

spending reductions or additional revenue from 

other sources must offset any loss of revenue 

from cutting the corporate income tax.5 For 

example, in October 2013, Maryland’s 

nonpartisan Department of Legislative Services 

(DLS) calculated how much revenue Maryland 

would lose annually if it reduced its corporate income tax rate by one percentage 

point. 6  DLS projected that the total cost of a one percentage point corporate tax 

reduction over ten years would be just short of $1.4 billion.   

 

Of course, any tax cut greater than that would result in more lost revenue. Put 

simply, tax cuts for corporations are not free.  

 

  

ESTIMATED REVENUE LOST FROM 1 PERCENTAGE 
POINT REDUCTION IN CORPORATE INCOME TAX,  

 

Source: Maryland Department of Legislative Services Office of 
Policy Analysis 
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PAYING FOR A CORPORATE INCOME TAX CUT THROUGH 

SPENDING REDUCTIONS WOULD HARM MARYLAND’S ECONOMY  

 

One option for replacing the revenue lost from 

reducing the corporate income tax would be a 

corresponding decrease in state spending. This 

must be done either through laying off state 

employees, including teachers and law 

enforcement officers, or difficult cuts to state 

services.7 Either way, the immediate result of 

any kind of spending reduction would be 

reduced economic activity and a weaker 

economy in Maryland. Reductions in spending 

not only affect those who work for the state or 

benefit directly from public services, they hurt  

the entire state economy. Reducing the incomes 

of public employees and the amount of money 

being spent in the state in turn leads to job losses 

at businesses as a result of lower overall demand 

in the economy. 

 

According to DLS, paying for reduced corporate 

income tax collections solely through reductions 

in state spending would result in net job losses 

for the foreseeable future and less income for 

Maryland residents. 

 

Further, any increased corporate investment in 

Maryland would not compensate for the 

reduction of public spending. While the effects of 

lower state spending would be felt immediately 

in Maryland, the companies that benefit from 

the corporate tax cut may not invest their 

additional revenue right away, if ever. Worse 

still, since many companies that pay the 

corporate income tax in Maryland are large 

multi-state operations, it is likely that a 

significant portion of the increased revenue these companies receive would be 

invested outside of the state-- assuming it is invested at all.  Companies invest 

when they foresee increased demand for their products, no because they have 

more money in their bank accounts. 

 

  

ESTIMATED CHANGE IN EMPLOYMENT (CUTS 
SCENARIO) 

 

Source: Maryland Department of Legislative Services Office of 
Policy Analysis 

ESTIMATED CHANGE IN PERSONAL INCOME (CUTS 

SCENARIO) 

 

Source: Maryland Department of Legislative Services Office of 
Policy Analysis 
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PAYING FOR A CORPORATE INCOME TAX CUT THROUGH A SALES 

TAX INCREASE WOULD HURT LOW-, MIDDLE-INCOME FAMILIES   

Another way to pay for a corporate tax cut would 

be to increase taxes on other parts of Maryland’s 

economy. Doing so would increase costs for 

Marylanders, and unfairly shift the tax 

responsibility from the mostly wealthy owners of 

multi-state corporations to working families in 

Maryland.  

 

The most likely tax to be raised would be the 

state sales tax. This would increase the 

inequality of Maryland’s tax system, especially 

when paired with a reduction in the corporate 

tax rate. Sales taxes, because they do not 

account for income level, fall hardest on those 

least able to pay. Middle-class and low-income 

Marylanders spend a greater share of their 

overall income on sales taxes than wealthier 

households do. Given that the benefits of 

reducing the corporate income tax would go 

mainly to the well-off, and the costs would be 

borne by moderate- and low-income residents, 

this giveaway to business would amplify the 

disparity between Maryland’s most and least 

fortunate.8 

Any economic benefit from cutting the corporate 

income tax would be offset by the corresponding 

rise in prices for consumer goods that would 

result from an increase in the sales tax.9 That 

would lead to immediate job losses and reduced 

income for Maryland residents, followed by very 

modest increases in each in later years, 

according to DLS.   

 

But any eventual increases in employment or 

income would not justify the price of a tax 

system that would become more unfair, by requiring middle- and low-income 

Marylanders to pay a greater share of their income in taxes than wealthier 

residents. A decrease in the corporate income tax offset by an increased sales tax 

could result in, at most, 1,100 new jobs over 10 years, the DLS study shows. There 

are well over 2.5 million jobs in Maryland, with tens of thousands being created 

each year under normal economic circumstances. Making the tax system in 

ESTIMATED CHANGE IN EMPLOYMENT (SALES TAX 
REPLACEMENT SCENARIO) 

 

Source: Maryland Department of Legislative Services Office of 
Policy Studies 

ESTIMATED CHANGE IN PERSONAL INCOME (SALES 

TAX REPLACEMENT SCENARIO) 

 

Source: Maryland Department of Legislative Services Office of 
Policy Studies 
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Maryland substantially less equitable to create a few thousand jobs over a decade 

is not an acceptable tradeoff.  

 

In addition, Maryland has already tried to promote businesses investment to the 

state through changes to the corporate tax structure with little to show for it. In 

2001, Maryland switched from a method of calculating taxable corporate profits 

for multistate manufacturers from a formula that considered a company’s 

property, payroll, and sales in Maryland to a formula that only considers sales. 

This change effectively lowered the corporate income tax rate for manufacturers 

with the goal of encouraging more of them to expand in or relocate operations to 

Maryland. However, switching to a sales-only formula had little impact on 

Maryland’s economy save for constraining the state’s ability to pay for important 

services and investments. Indeed, Maryland has been steadily losing 

manufacturing jobs over the past several years and at a rate much greater than 

that of the median state.10 Ironically, the sales-only formula for manufacturers 

has already essentially eliminated any potential incentive for them to create 

Maryland jobs that a rate cut might have provided.11 

 

OPTIONS FOR POSITIVE CORPORATE TAX REFORM IN MARYLAND  

 

There are reforms to corporate taxes that Maryland can make outside of the 

corporate income tax rate. To make Maryland’s tax system more efficient and 

fair, these policies could be employed regardless of whether the corporate income 

tax rate is reduced.  

 

OPTION 1: COMBINED REPORTING 

Combined reporting is a way to ensure that 

multi-state corporations don’t avoid taxes in 

Maryland by using accounting tactics to assign 

profits they earn here to other states with 

lower or no corporate income taxes.  For 

example, a company may establish a 

subsidiary in a state with a lower tax and shift 

its earnings there on paper. To combat such 

tax avoidance, Maryland should adopt 

“combined reporting, which essentially treats 

a parent company and its subsidiaries as one 

corporation for state income tax purposes.  

Doing so prevents companies from reducing 

their taxable revenue by artificially shifting it 

out of state. Combined reporting also helps 

puts smaller, locally-owned corporations with 

no presence outside of Maryland on a more 

equal tax footing with larger companies that 

ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL REVENUE FROM COMBINED 
REPORTING (INCLUDING RECESSION-RELATED 
LOSSES) 

 

Source: Maryland Office of the Comptroller 
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operate in many states. This level playing field helps protect local jobs.  

 

Between 2006 and 2010, Maryland would have taken in nearly $300 million in 

additional revenue if it had combined reporting, according to a study by the 

Maryland Office of the Comptroller. 12  A majority of states with corporate income 

taxes now require combined reporting, so most large corporations that would be 

subject to a Maryland combined reporting law already have experience 

implementing it elsewhere.13  

 

OPTION 2: THE ‘THROWBACK RULE’ 

Similarly, Maryland could institute a method of 

assessing tax liability for multistate 

corporations known as the ‘throwback rule,’ 

which deems the entire nationwide profit of a 

corporation to be taxable in Maryland, unless 

the corporation can show that the profit is 

subject to tax elsewhere. The Comptroller has 

estimated that adoption of the throwback rule 

would generate an additional $28 million in 

annual corporate income tax revenue for 

Maryland.14 

 

Maryland’s Corporate Income 

Tax Helps Pay for Investments 

Such as Transportation and 

Education 

 

Maryland’s corporate income tax plays an 

important role in supporting services that help 

both families and businesses thrive. Since the 

corporate income tax rate was raised to 8.5 

percent from 7 percent in 2007, revenue from 

the tax has constituted between 4 and 5 percent 

of the state budget and it has been Maryland’s 

third-largest source of revenue for nearly a 

decade.     

 

Over the past ten years, the average revenue 

from the corporate income tax has been $819 

million per year.15 The $878 million that 

Maryland collected in corporate income taxes 

in 2012 was 3.3 times the amount that the state 

spent on community colleges and more than 

PROPORTION OF CORPORATE INCOME TAX 
REVENUE DEDICATED TO GENERAL AND SPECIAL 
FUNDS, 2003-2012 

 

Source: Comptroller of Maryland Consolidated Revenue Reports 

BREAKDOWN OF SPECIAL FUNDING REVENUES 
FROM CORPORATE INCOME TAX BY PERCENTAGE 

 

Source: Comptroller of Maryland Consolidated Revenue Reports 
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half of what Maryland spent on police and public safety that year.16  

Revenue from the corporate income tax 

supports the state’s general fund balance as well 

as targeted investments in education and 

transportation. In 2007, the same year that the 

corporate income tax was set at the current rate, 

the General Assembly created the Higher 

Education Investment Fund, the state’s first 

dedicated source of funding for colleges and 

universities. William E. Kirwan, Chancellor of 

the University System of Maryland, called the 

measure a “vitally important step in enabling 

higher education to address our state's 

workforce and other needs in the years ahead.”17 

 

About three-quarters of the funds raised from 

the corporate income tax over the past 10 years 

have gone to the state’s general fund – helping 

to balance the budget – while about 25 percent 

has gone to dedicated special funds. Since 2007, 

all corporate income tax revenue designated to 

special funds has gone to transportation or 

higher education.18  

 

Companies Want to Do Business 

in States with an Educated 

Workforce, High-Quality Public 

Services, and Well-Maintained 

Infrastructure 

 

Proponents of reducing the corporate income 

tax often invoke Maryland’s economic 

competitiveness with other states, especially 

neighboring states like Virginia. But there are 

many factors that affect Maryland’s economy 

and a company’s investment and location 

decisions. Moreover, there is no guarantee that businesses, especially large ones, 

will spend their savings from a tax cut in Maryland.  

 

Companies want to do business in states with reliable and efficient roads and 

other infrastructure and where they can hire well educated and healthy, 

productive workers. Maryland’s corporate income tax helps make those things 

possible while accounting for less than one-quarter of 1 percent of total costs for 

the corporations that are subject to it.19 20 21 22 Businesses in Maryland get a 

CORPORATE INCOME TAX AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL 
TAX REVENUE 

 

Source: Maryland Office of the Comptroller 

TOTAL REVENUE FROM CORPORATE INCOME TAX 

 

Source: Comptroller of Maryland Consolidated Revenue Reports, 
adjusted for inflation based on 2013 dollars. 
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dollar back in benefits for every 70 cents they invest in the state through taxes, a 

return of 14.3 percent, according to a study by Ernst & Young that ranked 

Maryland first in the nation in terms of business benefits received for taxes paid. 

In this context, Maryland is actually a low-tax state for businesses. Investing for 

the future, rather than racing other states to the bottom by cutting taxes and 

starving public services, is how Maryland creates and sustains an environment 

that is good for doing business.  

 

 Reducing the corporate income tax rate will only make it more difficult for 

Maryland to fund the services and infrastructure that businesses rely on, without 

a compensating boost to the economy.  Lawmakers should pursue policies that 

modernize Maryland’s tax system and continue to make investments in our 

schools, roads, public safety and other things that support Maryland’s residents, 

businesses and economy.  
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